Featured Product:
Featuring:

240 Chain Saw
16” Bar, 3/8” Pitch
Weighs 10.3lbs
Ideal for pruning & lighter
cutting tasks
2 Year Warranty!

2610 E. Hancock Street
Newberg, OR 97132
Next to Parr Lumber
Phone: 503-554-8179
Fax: 503-554-8806
E-mail: info@valleyviewtractor.com
www.valleyviewtractor.com

* Fall Hours: Monday thru Friday 8am—5pm, Saturday 8am—12pm
Starting November 1st, Hours will be Mon. thru Fri. 8am—5pm, closed
Saturday & Sunday. *

Financing Available!

Small Yard Or
Several Acres We've Got You
Covered!
Follow Us On:

Contact Us On:

The Benefits of tru fuel in your 2-cycle equipment
What is Ethanol?

Solution:

Ethanol is the ENEMY! More specifically,
ethanol is derived from renewable resources
such as corn, sugar cane, & wheat. None of
this is good for 2-cycle engines in equipment
such as leaf blowers, string trimmers, & chain
saws. What most people don’t know is that
over 75% of the gasoline sold in the US
contains ethanol & that BIG problems can
arise when gasoline-containing ethanol is left
unused for extended periods of time (i.e. the
winter time) in your 2-cycle equipment.

Tru-Fuel is a high performance, ethanol-free fuel that is
precisely mixed with the most advanced synthetic
lubricant & performance enhancing additives available.
Unlike normal gas that begins to break down after just
30 days, Tru-Fuel remains fresh for years due to its
proprietary formulation. Whether you’re a do-ityourselfer, an emergency responder, own your own
landscaping company, a municipality or manage a huge
maintenance department, Tru-Fuel is designed for you.

Why? The ethanol in the gasoline attracts
water from the atmosphere & the two bond
together—a process called “phase
separation”.

Protection:
Specially designed for air-cooled, 2-cycle engines
Delivers precise fuel & lubrication
Engine stays clean

Convenience:
Up to Two (2) Year shelf life
Great for winter storage of equipment
Blended with performance driven synthetic oil &
advanced stabilizers
No Measuring! - Pour straight into the gas tank
Having water in your fuel mix is not good.
When water gets in, it separates the oil & gas
into 2 layers. The bottom layer with raw
ethanol & water is typically the first that
enters your engine without any lubrication,
which can be a recipe for disaster. It’s a big
problem & fuel stabilizers cannot fix it.
Ethanol is also a powerful solvent & when
separation occurs, it often degrades rubber
fuel lines & plastic components causing
unnecessary maintenance problems &
reduces the lifespan of your outdoor power
equipment.

Tru-Fuel is great for winter storage or when
you don’t plan on using the equipment for long
periods of time.
Dump out old gas or run tank empty
Pour into gas tank
Run equipment for at least 5 minutes to
make sure the fuel gets through the
carburetor
This will help protect the engine & will also
help SAVE YOU MONEY in repairs come
spring time!

Stop mixing & start
getting it done with
Tru-Fuel.

Performance:
Easier start up
Smooth idling
Quicker trigger response
Great for high revving, hotter running 2-cycle
engines

How to Use:
Using regular gas (at least 89 octane) & oil mix during
normal, everyday use in your 2-cycle equipment is just
fine but can wreak havoc on a small engine if left in the
equipment too long. It can leave carbon deposits & gunk
in your engine & fuel line.
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